ABSTRACT

The build system, i.e., the infrastructure that converts source code into deliverables, plays a critical role in the development of a software project. For example, developers rely upon the build system to test and run their source code changes. Without a working build system, development progress grinds to a halt, as the source code is rendered useless. Based on experiences reported by developers, we conjecture that build maintenance for large software systems is considerable, yet this maintenance is not well understood. A firm understanding of build maintenance is essential for project managers to allocate personnel and resources to build maintenance tasks effectively, and reduce the build maintenance overhead on regular development tasks, such as fixing defects and adding new features. In our work, we empirically study build maintenance in one proprietary and nine open source projects of different sizes and domain. Our case studies thus far show that: (1) similar to Lehman’s first law of software evolution, build system specifications tend to grow unless effort is invested into restructuring them, (2) the build system accounts for up to 31% of the code files in a project, and (3) up to 27% of development tasks that change the source code also require build maintenance. Currently, we are working on identifying concrete measures that projects can take to reduce the build maintenance overhead.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Software build systems are responsible for automatically transforming the source code of a software project into a collection of deliverables, such as executables and development libraries. A build process may involve hundreds of command invocations that must be executed in a specific order to produce a set of deliverables swiftly and correctly.

Most of the stakeholders in the software development process directly or indirectly interact with the build system on a daily basis. Developers constantly interact with the build system to produce testable artifacts after completing a source code change. Software testers rely on the build system to test the developer changes for regressions in the software behaviour. Project managers use the build system to generate releases of the software system for delivery to customers.

We conjecture that, similar to source code, the build system itself requires substantial maintenance, based on the following three supporting examples: (1) Through a developer survey, Kumfert et al. estimate that developers spend 12% of their time maintaining the build system rather than fixing defects and adding features [5]; (2) Adams et al. find that the Linux build engineers spent numerous releases evolving the core build machinery of the Linux kernel to simplify the integration of new code by contributors [1]; and (3) The KDE 3 project’s build system was such a burden to maintain that it limited the productivity of KDE developers, and even warranted migration to newer build technologies. The migration required a substantial investment of developer time and effort, as the existing build infrastructure had to be reimplemented [9].

Despite its critical role and non-trivial maintenance, the build system is often disregarded by researchers [10] and project managers [5]. Without a strong understanding of how build systems evolve, resources cannot be properly allocated, and software releases may be delivered late and over-budget. For example, Firefox 3.0 was delayed by a build defect that prevented users from accessing the address and search bars in a networked environment [11]. The root cause was uncovered four months after the defect was opened and involved the linking of an incorrect version of the SQLite library with the Firefox product during the build process.

Our main research goal is to identify concrete measures that projects can take to reduce the overhead of build maintenance (Section 4). To achieve our goal, we first need to perform empirical studies to grasp the scale and characteristics of build maintenance (Sections 2 and 3).
2. Uniqueness of Approach

We first mine the Version Control Systems (VCS) of ten projects to classify all files that existed in an analyzed timespan as either a build, test, or source code file (Table 1). We then analyze this data at two levels of granularity: (1) per revision, and (2) per group of revisions related to a common work item (as recorded in an Issue Tracking System).

Using the classified revision and work item data, we measure how strong the relationships between the build, test, and source code components are using metrics such as logical coupling [4] (Table 2). A $\text{Src} \Rightarrow \text{Bld}$ coupling of 0.03 indicates that the 3% of source code changes require accompanying build maintenance.

At each granularity, an author can be labeled as a build, test, or source code developer. We assume that developers who produce at least one source code revision are source code developers, since source code development is the main focus of a development team. We only label authors as build developers if their personal $\text{Src} \Rightarrow \text{Bld}$ coupling is greater than or equal to the project $\text{Src} \Rightarrow \text{Bld}$ coupling. Similarly, we only label authors as test developers if their personal $\text{Src} \Rightarrow \text{Test}$ coupling is greater than or equal to the project $\text{Src} \Rightarrow \text{Test}$ coupling. We measure the logical coupling between author labels to study the distribution of build maintenance work across developers.

3. Empirical Study

We include a synopsis of our results. We present the related work as it motivates five of our research questions. Full details are provided in our publications [6, 7].

$RQ_1$ How large is a typical build system?
Motivation – Robles et al. find that the KDE build system is made up of some 39,337 files (9% of all files) [10]. To gain a perspective on the amount of development activity associated with build systems, we want to know if this percentage is consistently across other software projects.

Results – As shown in Table 1, the build system accounts for up to 31% of all project files, with a median of 9%, which complements the earlier results for KDE [10].

$RQ_2$ How much does the build churn?
Motivation – Prior studies have found that frequently changing source code, i.e., code with high churn, has a higher defect density [8]. We want to measure the churn rate in the build system to gain insight into how susceptible the build system is to defects. We compare the churn rate to that of the source code.

Results – Since the build system is a much smaller component than the source code (RQ1), we normalize each component by the component size to ensure that the comparison is fair. When the normalized churn rate of the build system is compared to that of the source code, we find that the two are very similar, at most differing by 7%. Furthermore, build system changes induce more relative churn than source code changes do.

$RQ_3$ How do Java build systems evolve?
Motivation – Initial findings suggest that build maintenance in C projects, e.g., Linux [1] and Amd [13], is difficult since they use arcane technology and must manually track dependencies among artifacts. The Java compiler provides features like automatic dependency resolution [3] that should reduce build maintenance. We want to find out whether Java and C build systems evolve differently.

Results – Similar to C build systems [1, 13], we find that the build systems for Java projects tend to grow in size and complexity from release to release unless explicit effort is invested to restructure them [6]. This indicates that Java build systems require continual maintenance, which project managers should explicitly account for, regardless of the build technology used.

$RQ_4$ How much developer overhead is created by the build?
Motivation – Based on a developer survey, Kumfort et al. estimate that developers spend 12% of their time on build maintenance [5]. We want to verify this result empirically.

Results – As shown in Table 2, source and test code revisions rarely contain build changes, however source- and test-changing work items in Mozilla often require build changes (27% and 44% respectively).

$RQ_5$ How is the build maintenance process managed?
Motivation – Since build systems have high churn (RQ2), members of the development team must be making changes to the build. Yet, it is not clear what proportion of the development team is responsible for these changes. We want...
to analyze the different ways in which projects allocate personnel to the build system.

Results – We observe two build ownership styles in the analyzed systems: (1) Concentrated: The Linux and Git projects have 25% and 22% coupling between source code and build authors, i.e., given that an author produces source code changes, it is relatively rare that the author also produces a considerable number of build code changes. In both Linux and Git, only 5% of all developers are responsible for writing 80% of the build changes. (2) Dispersed: The Jazz project has a high coupling between source code and build authors (79%) and requires 34% of the developers to account for 80% of the build changes.

4. REDUCING BUILD MAINTENANCE OVERHEAD

The groundwork that we have established in Sections 2 and 3 enables us to identify concrete measures that projects can take to reduce the build maintenance overhead, such as: (1) build resolution prediction, (2) build maintenance recommendation, and (3) build ownership assessments. We briefly discuss each measure below.

Build resolution prediction – Build-related defects such as the Firefox 3.0 one [11] are difficult to resolve. In addition, we have found that 27% of all source code-related work items require accompanying build changes in the Mozilla project (RQ4). To better understand whether build maintenance slows down development, we are performing an empirical study of the impact that build maintenance has on the resolution time of developer work items, i.e., the elapsed time between developer investigation and resolution delivery.

Build maintenance recommendation – Developers often struggle with code that they are not familiar with [2]. As the same holds for build code. Projects such as Linux [1] and Perl [12] have dedicated build teams. However, since build and source code tend to co-evolve [1, 6], i.e., changes to the source code often require changes to the build system, and vice versa, a novice developer may easily introduce a source code change, unaware that build maintenance is required. If the build system is not changed when a change is required, the source code may not compile or may produce incorrect deliverables. Hence, we are currently working on a recommendation system to assist developers with identifying code changes that require build maintenance.

Build ownership assessment – We find that the studied projects adopt either a concentrated or dispersed build ownership style (RQ5). However, we did not have data to establish whether either style performed better or worse than the other. Hence, we are in the process of qualitatively and quantitatively studying the impact that the different build ownership styles have on development progress in other C and Java systems. This will allow us to identify the build ownership style of those projects, and to recommend best practices for build maintenance.

5. CONCLUSIONS

According to our findings, project managers can anticipate that the build system requires considerable maintenance (RQ1-RQ4). We find that 4-16% of work items in the studied Java projects require build maintenance, and 27% for the studied C project. Development teams adopt dispersed or concentrated styles for coping with the build maintenance process (RQ5). We are currently leveraging our empirical findings to produce tools that practitioners can use to reduce the build maintenance overhead.
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